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If marketers
had found no classificato~
approaches readymade in the behavioral
sciences,
how would they have construed
!lthe cons\nner!l for purposes
of classification
?
In this
paper, I argue that we should select
our approaches to classification
in the light
of the task at hand.
~lassification
systems for persons --as
opposed to behaviors
--have
hitherto
been stressed
even though,
in our central
assignment
as marketers,
we address behaviors
rather
than persons.
A classification
system for behaviors
is proposed-and
its implications
are discussed.
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INTRODUCTION
For too long,
as marketers
we have relied
on available
constructs
and techniques to help us in our search for information.
~~ our semil-1ar theme so
aptly
conveys.
we know that existing
conceptualizations
are not working
well.
Yet we continue
to put our faith
in borrowed concepts made elsewhere
for
other purposes.
People create
the constructs
of science and who better
than
marketers
to create
constructs
for guiding
marketing
analysis
and research 7
Minimally,
I suggest
(1) that we pay more attention
than before
to the requirements of the marketer's
tasks as we search for concepts to borrow and as a
prerequisite
to developing
our own homegrown conceptual
tools
and {2) that we
consider
the possibility
that we may need different
classificatory
systems
depending
on the task at hand.

In this paper, I am primarily
addressing the question of concepts appropriate
to the marketer I s task of describing
heterogeneous demand.
Une of the distinguishing
features of marketing as behavioral
science is its recognition
of
and emphasis on, heterogeneityo
Yet it is most strikingly
in cur efforts
to
represent heterogeneous demand that we are aware of the inadequacy of our
systems for classifying
consumers.
Our difficulty
traces,
I believe,
to a
single omission in our thinking
--the
failure
to Lake into account that ac-
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tion has two main classes of determinant namely, elements wi thin the person and within the environment.
Various confusions follow.
We equate
persons and actions,
assuming that our universe is one consisting
of persons
and not, more appropriately,
one of person-activity
occasions.
Confronting
a universe of person-activity
occasions we try to gain enlightenment
qy using
constructs
designed to characterize
persons.
In this paper I shall first
address the question of the unit to be classified
and then take up the
question of an appropriate
set of classes.
Finally.
I shall discuss some
implicatio~s
of my analysis .
THE UNIT

TO BE CLASSIFIED

Marketing's
essential
assignment
as a management function
is to address the
question:
What shaIl- \ we produce 1
The marketer's
philosophical
answer to
that question
is:
I~
what the consumer .~ants to buy. .an
assignment
that
immediately
calls
for ways to describe
consumer wants.
As an aid to describing
consumer wants marketers
have tried,
and found wanting,
concepts
from psychology
and sociology
such as traits,
values.
needs. attitudes.
lifestyles,
and social
class.
I suggest these concepts
have been less than
satisfactory
because each involves
a kind of aggregation
that
is not well
suitad
to the marketer I s task of want satisfaction.
Although
the concepts
vary among themselves
in their
rar~ge and reference,
all attempt
a
characterization
of a person,
or of a person in relation
to the environment,
that
is too encompassing
for the marketer's
purpose.
rake any of the
instruments
we use to classify
people in terms of their
traits,
vaJ.ues ,
needs, etc. .and
consider
the amount of abstracting
we require
our respondents to do in order to answer our questions.
Inventory
items typically
require
respondents
to generalize
about themselves.
As they address each
item in an inventorY
and conduct a quick mental review in order to answer.
at best,
our respondents
may consider
the specific
activity
or experience
that
is relevant
to our product
category
of interest.
But they presumably
weigh that
activity
along with others before placing
the checkmark
that
indicates
what is characteristic
for them.
...hy should we care what is
characteristic
for our respondents
across their
various
activities
and
exJ::eriences when we are addressing
a tiny
and quite
speciiic
region
of the
person's
total
activity
and experience 1
rlather than a characterization
of persons across their
activities
and experiences
what we need is
information
on one or a few activities
over time .
Pers

on:

ACt ions

in

.::):Q~e

and

Tim~-

Let me illustrate
the point
in the following
way.
A person may be
regarded
as a succession
of actions
in space and time.
The actions
extend in time for the length
of the person's
life
frcm birth
to death
(see Figure la).
The marketer
is not interested
in all of these actions
At anyone
time,
the marketer
wishes to consider
only a portion
of the
total
stream of actions
--one
that spans a pericd
of weeks, months,
or
a few years.
Furthermore,
within
even this
restricted
region,
for any
one product
category
of interest,
a marketer
is concerned with only a
handful
of the person's
total
actions .
To simplify
Figure
la

the exposition.
and. in Figure

1 b,

one day's
actions
are shown schematically
are classified
for their
relevance
to

in
the
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markete~'s
interest
in (1) communicating
with the person {media exposure
actions)
, (2) effecting
exchanges with the person (marketplace
actions)
,
and (3) serving
the person's
wants (all
other tasks and interests
). The
rows in Figure
1b represent
activities
and the columns represent
separate
occasions
on which the activity
is performed.
Accordingly.
in the region
designated
as "all
other tasks and interests,
II each row represents
an
activity
such as showering,
brushing
teeth.
combing hair.
shaving.
drinking hot beverages t traveling
from one place to another t etc.
Entries
a row represent
the frequency
with which the activity
is performed
in
one day.
lOjithin "all
other tasks and interests.
" for any one product
category
the marketer
may be concerned with a region represented
qy only
one row ort possibly,
a few rows representing
closely
related
activities.
Elsewhere,
I have referred
to this
region
as the "focal
rehavioral
domain" (r.'ennell
1982) .1'1arketers
find that addressing
themselves
to
just the narrow range of a person's
actions
that their
good or service
serves offers
complexity
and problems aplenty.
~hy complicate
the task
even more by using classificatory
schemes that implicate
irrelevant
aspects of the person 7
For the

marketer

that purport
to
too much ground
activities
e.g.,

I s task

of want-satisfaction,

characterize
qy requiring
the rows in

~lassificatory

approaches

~rsons
are unsuitable
because they cover
respondents
to aggregate
across dif£erent
Figure lb, and because they lose valuable

in

information
~ requiring
respondents to aggregate over the occasions on
which an activity
is performed
e.g., the columns of Figure lb.
In regard to one potential
customer, the appropriate
universe for the
marketer is not the totality
of the person's actions nor, for the vast
majority
of goods and services,
is it a single instance of the activity
of interest.
The marketer wants to be able to exclude irrelevant
activities
and to obtain good information
about all occurrences of the
activi ty of interest
during an appropriate
period of time.
classificatory systems that recogni~
one source of influence
only, e .g .I the
person, are deficient
~ implying homogeneity within the actions of a
person across activity
and over time.
As marketers we are, of course ,
well aware that our markets comprise heterogeneous demand.
we have,
I believe,
tended to attribute
heterogeneity
exclusively
to differences
among people, overlooking
the sources of heterogeneity
within
one person.
W~thin-Person

Srn1rc~s

of

HP:tero~~neit~

Heterogeneity
within the person arises because (1) even if the rocal
behavioral
domain comprises only one activity
e.g., showering, it
consists of actions that are repeated over time, allowing for th.e
possibility
of variation
in the operative person and environment
elements, and (2) the marketer may have defined the focal behavioral.
domain to include more than one premarketplace
activity,
e.g., bathing
and showering , or may have defined it in terms of product use e .9 .t use
of bath soap implicating,
possibly,
a few activities.
RamDant AbstractioD
we have not, perhaps,
paid as much attention
as we might to
inherent
in phrases such as "showering,
" "doing the laundry,

the abstraction
If "snacking.
"

In fact,
such terms and phrases are convenient
shorthand
references
to
multiple
instances
of a generic
activity
each of which represents
a
unique intersection
of person and environment
elements for the person in
question.
There is no such thing
as showering
in the abstract
and when
we ask our survey respondents
to answer q1.1estions about ashowering:~ " we
should be aware that we are requiring
them to summarize across MultipLe
showers each of which occurred
in its own particular
intra
and extrapsychic
environment.
Further
aggregation
occurs should we ask our
respondents
to address themselves
simultaneously
to more than one
activity
such as "bathing
and showering."
~ relinquish
even more control
to the respondent
when, switching
to a market basis £or aggregation,
we ask respondents
about their
"use of bath soap."
t;ach of these three
approaches
to stating
the focal
behavioral
domain has its
own particular
advantages
and disadvantages
and t do not intend
to promote one as
universally
superior
to the rest.
My purpose here is to emphas:i.ze that
the various
approaches
are not direct
substitutes
for each other and to
underscore
the extent
to which our linguistic
conventions
encourage
us
to categorize
and summarize and, in the process,
to demand that
our
1 For example,

marketers

are more likely

when their
objective
is to increase
use definition
when their
objective

to use premarketplace

activity

product use and to employ a productis to increase
brand share.

respondents

aggregate

their

experiences

in answering

our questions .

Although
information
and precision
are lost,
it can be argued that asking
respondents
to address themselves
to generic
activities
is appropriate
when the marketplace
also addresses multiple
activities
(e .g. , brands of
bath soap to be used for showering,
bathing,
and possibly
other
activities)
.The
respondent I s task may be thought
to simulate
marketplace choice
in that in order to select
among such. brands consumers
must attempt
to assess their
wants across use occasions
and activities.
At the same time,
o~nings
for new positionings,
new brands , and new
products
are likely
to result
from overthrowing
the conventional
groupings
and differentiations
reflected
in the current
array of goods
and services.
The information
that falls
between the cracks when we
think
about and investigate
consumer wants at the level
of generic
activity
may be collected
by a can~titor
who uses it to adVantage in
servicing
hitherto
ignored
segments of demand.
yniverse

of

Person-Activit~

Occasions

To return
to the simplest
case where the focal
behavioral
domain comprises
just
one generic
activity
e.g.,
IIshowering,"
the universe
of interest
to the marketer
comprises
all showers taken qy persons during
a
specific
time period
(e .g ., one year ) .For
purposes of responding
to
consumer wants,
the showering
universe
is not "persons who shower during
1982" but I!showers taken during
1982" consisting
of persons times
occasions.
Should the focal
behavioral
domain be defined
as I!bathing
and showering , II the appropriate
universe
is "baths and showers taken
during
1982 II and, should it be defined
in product
terns
as nus ing bath
soap, I! the appropriate
universe
is 'bath soap uses during
1982.1!
Canponents of the universe
corresponding
to each of these definitions
of
the focal
behavioral
domain are shown schematically
in Figure 2.
I am
retaining
lI~rson"
in the tern
"person-activityl!
by way of recognizing
that
it is persons who are responsible
for the activity
as defined
in
the marketer's
focal
behavioral
domain, who can provide
infornation
that marketers
need concerning
the activity
and with whom marketers
need to communicate
and effect
exchanges and, perhaps most importantly,
that marketers
exercise
choice whether to include
in their
market all
or less than 100~ of the persons who perforn
the focal
behavior.
I
shall
return
to this
last-mentioned
point
later
in connection
with
market definition.
To say that,
as regards marketing's
central
assignment
of want-satisfaction,
person-activity
occasions
and not
persons are the appropriate
unit to be studied
and classified
is not
to discount
the strategic
importance
of persons.
It is, rather,
to
acknowledge
that the person is a complex entity
whose actions
are
finely
tuned to its canplex environment
and that marketers,
at any
one time,
address just a fraction
of the entire
set of person-environment intersections,
specifically
a universe
of person-activity
occasions.
AP?ROPttIATE

CLAS~ES

How do we go about classifying
person-activity
occasions ?
"hat do we
want to kno.~ about a universe
of occasions
on which persons perform a
certain
activity
such as showering?
Later,
I shall
illustrate
how

the marketing
enterprise
as a whole may be coordinated
to components of a
person-activity
occasion.
First,
let me address the question
of understanding
what the person is doing qy means of one instance
of an activity
such as showering.
Much of the interest
among marketing
practitioners
in
finding
better
systems for classifying
consumers springs
from our need to
describe
heterogeneous
consumer wants in order to respond to the segmants of
demand in our markets.
The shift
in focus frcxn person to person-activity
occasions
changes the basic question
fran : I'4hat motivates
the person 1 or ,
How can we best describe
the needs of this
person 7 to:
~~hat moti vates
this
acti9n 7
How can we best describe
what the person is doing qy this
action?
Action

is

Motivationall~

Ambi ~ICl1S

To an observer,
an action
is inherently
ambiguous.
This is true not only
of maneuvers at the level
of international
diplomacy , organizational
politics,
or courtship,
but with regard to the "simpler"
activities
of daily
living.
what in fact
is a person doing when showering1
An objective
description
of the activity
and of its
spatial
and temporal
aspects
dOes not tell
us that the person is cleansing
a body perceived
to be
dirty
(grimey,
germ laden,
smelly,
etc. ), or refreshing
a b~y and a
spirit
experienced
as tired
(sluggish,
exhausted,
worn down, weary,
despondent) , or relaxing
a body and a mind perceived
as uncomfortably
tense,
or warming up (cooling
down) a body perceived
as uncomfortably
cold (hot),
or performing
a s~bolic
action
appropriate
to one's self-

~
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concept as a civilized
being (a fastidious
person,
a model parent,
an
ascetic,
a narcissist)
I or mindlessly
engaging in a habitual
r~1tine I
or exploring
the relation
between water temperature
I air temperature ,
movement when showering
and bodily
sensation.
or enjoying
the sensory
experiences
resulting
from physical
activity
and pressure
on the skin,
or reluctantly
and painfully
performing
a necess~
but unpleasant
chore,
or any of the above while worrying
about wasting water
(energy I
time)
or yet others.
Making l'what the consumer wants to buy II involves
understanding
what the consumer is doing Qy means of an activi ty conventionally
labeled,
in this
instance,
llshowering."
Marketers
attempt
to learn
about these alternative
orientations
through
qualitative
research
(individual
depth and focused group interviews)
and they have
done so largely
without
benefit
of a conceptualization
of the possible
kinds of orientations
that might be found.
~tivatin~

Conditions

as

Perceived

Wants --experienced
discrepancy
between existing
and imagined conditions
--activate
behavior
to bring about a change in the relationship
between the person and the environment.
For the representation
of
wants, rather
than separate
treatment
of the person and the environment
we need to model the joint
effect
of person and environment
systems in
shaping the conditions
that may activate
behavior.
Is behavior
always activated
in the same way or are there various
configurations
of
the person-environment
intersections
that activate
behavior 1
If
action
is motivationally
ambiguous it follows
that a given action
may
originate
from one or more of a variety
of motivating
circumstances
.
A basic classification
system for marketers
would be one they could use
to 'categorize
a!:tivity
occasions
in terms of their
activating
conditions.
Elsewhere
I have described
a set of seven different
kinds of
activating
conditions
(Fennell
1978, 1980b).
The five
simple cases
are:
Current
Problem,
Potential
Problem,
Normal Uepletion,
Interest
Opportunity,
and Sensory Pleasure
Opportunity.
Considering
just the
basic five,
the first
three may be regarded
as stick-type
motivations
where conditions
are goading or prcxiding us into action;
the other
two are carrot-type
motivations,
where the presentation
of sanething
interesting
or attractive
makes us uncomfortable
until
we possess it.
In addition,
there are two complex cases that implicate
more than
one source of behavioral
activation
i.e.,
at least
one of the basic
five
and one other
and that involve,
respectively,
approach-avoidance
conflict
and frustrationo
Considering
just
the five
simple
cases shown in Figure
Jt we have a
set of concepts
to represent
differing
conditions
in which
behavior
may be activated.
Notet
the seven classes
represent
activating
conditions
as perceived
Qy the person
engaging
in the action.
Accordingly,
for
any action
of interest
we may now ask:
In performing
this
act,
is
the person
esca~in~
from a current
problem,
~reventin~
a potential
problem,
maintainin~
a stable
state,
px~lorin~
a cognitive
interest,
fac;lttattn~
the experience
of sensory
pleasure
or,
of course,
is some
canbination
of these
orientatiors
(including
the two complex
cases)
present1
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Three

Difficulties

fo~-~~1.c~

To present
a set of categories
appropriate
to classifying
activity
occasions
is not to say that we may expect plain
sailing
from here on
in.
~nere has been some discussion
in the literature
of consumer hehavior,
to which I shall
return
later,
about the relative
merits
of objective
i.e.,
an observer's
standpoint,
~~d subjectiv~
i.e.,
the actor's
standpoint,
appI:'oaches for ttle marketer I s purposes.
.f.hile objective.
approaches
have tneir
place,
there seems little
question
that it is
activating
conditions,
as experienced
by the person engaging
in t.he
action,
that mar!<eters
are tryi.,g
to address th!'ough their
nlarket offerings.
.~~ a consequence,
the task of want-satisfaction
entails
at.
least
three significant
difficulties
for marketing.
(1) ~~keters
are
responding
to conditions
that
occur,
privately,
withL~ peoples'
experience of themselves
and their
world and that,
nomally,
are not publicly
observable.
r1arketing
practitj.oners
have been well aware of this
difficulty,
of course,
and a large industry
of qualitative
research
has
developed
to elicit
consumers I beliefs
and attributions
regarding
these
activating
conditions.
Up to now, an ip.herently
difficult
task has
been made more troublesome
than need be ~r the absence of a conceptuali7.ation
of the conditions
that create wants, lea"\ling marketers
without
a
map of the terrain
they ars attempting
to explore
and forcing
them to
r~ly on the skill
of interviewers,
t.he representativeness
of respondents
in qualitative
research
and the respondentsl
ability
to articulate
their
experience
of everyday conditions
and events.
(2) The entire
spectrum
of human activity,
ranging. from the most commonplace to the
!!1Ost lofty
involves
the use of marketplace
gocds and seI-vicss
in
greater
or lesser
degree.
A great deal of marketplace
activity
has to
do with providing
aids for kaeping life
going in a reasonably
orderly
at-1d hygienic
manner.
(In a daily
basis each of us expends energy and
resources
to keep OIJr biological
system functioning
and to ward of.f \
from ourselves
and our manufactured
aids t.o living,
ravages,
encroachments. and assaults
from the natut'al
environment.
Much of ~his

activity
is not interesting
or pleasurable
in itself.
These are nowin endeavors where we must run to stay in the same place.
Our satisfaction,
if any, comes from contemplating
the disorder
and destruction
that would result
if we neglected
to perform
our tasy~ .Technically,
when our actions
terminate
an aversive
state
of a.t'faj.rs,
we are
ne~~ttvel~
reinforced.
In the natwe
of things
much of the productive
enterprise
must be devoted to giv~
negative
reinforcement,
which
implies
satisfaction
by the remova-l of sanething
un.pleasant.
The removal of dirt,
soil,
deterioration,
deca.y, mold and roildew,
hunger,
th~
coId,
heat, headaches and tummyaches~ is not, we like
to think,
what life
is about, but it has to '00 done, and recurringly.
It
should not be surprising
if we, as consumers,
perform these activities
as mindlessly
as possible.
But if this
is the case, how articulate
will
we '00 in communicating
to marketers
what the producer
needs to
know to help us perform the chores that keep things
runningJ
(3) As
I have noted elsewhere
{Fennell
1980a, b), individuals
may deal with
activating
conditions
by cognitive
activity
a-lone --by
changing the
way one thinks
about the circumstances.
f'a ticularly
in cases where
no appropriate.;action
is available,
it is often 'ooneficial
for a
person to '00 able to deal with unpleasant
thoughts
a.r~ events by means
of rearranging
the way he or she views~ and feels
about,
the unsettling
elements
or, indeed,
by not acknowledging
the unpleasantness
as such.
}f.any of the appurtenances
of today's
ucivilized"
living
represent
the
amelioration
of chores and irritations,
great and small,
which former
generations
accepted
as ingluctably
part of the human lot.
Impediments to technological
progress
probably
lie as much in failure
to
recognize
that things
could be otherwise
as in the difficulty
of finding cost-ef1;icient
solutions.
Our ability
to deal with life's
unpleasantnessesqy symbolic
activity
and ~J strategies
such as
rationalization
and repression,
while
possibly
adav~5.ve for individuaJ~
in the short run~ adds to the difficulty
0£ the ma.rketerts
task of
want-identification.
Before the advent of lightweight
pressing
irons,
for exampLe ~ consumers were not begging manufacturers
to make irons
lighter.
In those days, the consumer's
perception
was that irons
are
weighty
in order to get wrinkles
out of clothes
and one just marshalls
one IS resources
and plans one I s worlt schedule
accordingly.
~ven when
respondents
were invited
in marketing
research
surveys to indicate
their
dislikes
and complaints
about the task of pressing
clothes,
weight
of the iron did not head the list
by any means.
Nevertheless,
once
lighter
irons
are available,
doing the family
ironing
with
"old
fashioned"
weighty
pressing
irons
is as unthinkable
as having a tooth
extracted
without
anesthetic.
Because everyday heaJ.th and wellbeing
require
that we not dwell on difficulties
that we are powerless
to
change we may not be ready , in all cases, to describe
not only the
goods and services
we want but even the conditions
that
stress
us and
for which we would truly
wish to have remedies.
The answer to the
anomaly of 01:J' difficulty
in articulating
our wants is not -co give
free reign to technological
inventiveness
without
benefit
of consumer
input.
A multifaceted
approach is needed that capitalizes
on the
strengths
of behavioral
science
and technological
sophistication
.
working
collaboratively.
In practice,
marketing
research
and R&U
personnel
do collaborate,
of course.
in specific
endeavors but less
effectively
than they might were they able to communicate in terms

of

a shared

private

understanding

of

the

nature

of

demand

in

its

public

and

aspects.

Classificat

inno:f

a. Un~vF!r.~~,-~--&.tivit~

O~c-~~p-~-

"Consumer classification"
has largely
OOen taken to imply a universe
of persons and categorization
approaches that purport to describe persons .
I have suggested that marketing iS central
assignment of responding to
consumer wants requires that we think in terms of a universe of personactivity
Occasions and categorization
approaches that are appropriate
to
the classification
of actions .I
have briefly
described a set of
classes that is designed to represent the kinds of conditions
that
activate
actions .Various
universes that are relevant to marketing
plar~ing for bath soap, classified
in terms of the set of activating
conditions
are shown, schematically,
in Figure 4.
First,
the activities
of showering, bathing,
etc. are indicated
to the left and, moving across
the figure,
are followed qy their respective
activity
occasions
universes,
showing the proportion
of showers, baths, etc. activated
~
the perception
of a current problem (CF), potential
problem (FP), normal
depletion
(ND), etc.
If the marketer has defined the focal behavioral
domain in product terms e .g. , using bath soap, thus implicating
various
activities,
combining across the four yields an actj.vity
occasions
universe of bath soap uses classified
~ perceived activating
conditions ,
as shown impressionistically
to the right ~
~ith regard to each of the
l1GURi
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Fifure-6'a

01-ns1ons of Mar~et Def1n1t1OD

I. ID!!1'!IFY DOI1AlN
OF OWN{1. e. , Marketer's) £XPEIt!ISE.
/

4.

2. SEU:CI A (CORRESPOh"DING)
OOHAINOF CONSUMER
£XPERIENCE/ACTIVITY
{i.e. , the FOCALBEHAVIORALOOKAI!I).,
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-dia
exposure
and ..tail
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ligh~
of ~
nsources)
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iDform8tiOD
Deeded to develop
-rke~iDg
strategy
{via marke~ing
nsearch)
-COI9lUNICATION
TO THEM -of
brand availab1lity
and attributes
{via mark.e~ing co-\mications)
-EXCHANGE W1TU THEM --good/service
for money.

10
MAaKET

4.

DI:FINE OUTER LIMITS OF CURRENT PROSPfCI GROUP {e.8.,
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a
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se-Dt
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fr---US
adults,
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etc.).

5.

spr.cIFY COHP!TI~VE
HARKETERS/TECHNOLOGIES {ACTUAL AND PERCEIVED)
IMPLICATED BY OPTIONS AVAlLABLt
IN TASKS 1-4.

HARICET SEQIDITATION

(see
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Form preference;
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and sped fic ; Brand
awsreness,
experience,
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kJ1owledge, per"e1ved
posi~1oni"ss
overall)
{c) RELATIVE WORTH OF DEMAND SEGMENTS.

10.

TWO

SEGMENTS.

FOR AL'rERNATI~"E MARKET DErL'lITIOfIS/SEGH£NTATIO'IS.

SEU:CI BRAND posrTIONIItG
1.e..
target
seg--n~{e)
of de...d
{one. so-,
or
all
cood1~ions
.c~i.'ati11g
prosp.c~s
to perfo~
focal
behavior
ae defined)
and correepoad1ng
brand at~ribute.
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md intang.1.ble.
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9.
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t 10.

I

SEQlEHrS
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CONT1\OVER.j~

Considerations
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7.

REPEAT TJ.sKS 6-a

t!EDIA
VEHICLE
E:xPOS~

F1gure 5,,)

W1th1n Market as Def1ned
(1.e..
set of opt1ons
in tasks
1-4),
6 .DESCRIBE
EU:H£NTS OF HETEROGENEOUSDEMAND {e .g. , CUs~OD 1nform8t1on
about activating
cond1t1ons.
desind
sta~es,
des1red product
at~ributes
for focal
behavioral
occasions).

9.

POP~IOH
S!QmHT

of space allow me to say only a few words about each of two
on which my analysis
takes a position
namely. behavioral
and objective
versus subjective
approaches.

'ttnat Are the

~t~rminant~

of &haviox:

1

The weight of tradition,
everyday views,
and some influential
psychological
conceptualizations
favor viewing
behavior
as explained
qy characteristics
of the person.
The implicit
assumption
is one of consistency
within
and
across a person's
activities.
~hen atlthors
start
with the assumption
of
intraindividual
consistency,
they place the burden of proof on those who
would assert variability
within
a person.
The issue has been joined
in
the marketing
and consumer behavioral
literatures
under the rubric
of "situational"
effects
and :luse oCc.3.5ionsu (e.g.,
&lk
1974, 1975, Fennell1975a,b,
1978. 198Gb GolQman ~ 11cuonald 1979, ~
& Lutz 1975, Leigh ~ ~~in
1981
dadder 1982).
Camnenting on same of the situational
effects
literature
in consumer behavior,
~Jrgeois,
rlaines ~ & Sommers recentljconcluded :

"It
but

could
it is

be said,
in summary , that it
not known, in general
(rather

is known situation
is important
than specific)
what situation

,
is "

(1981, p. 44).
One source of confusion
seems to trace to the fact that
"situation"
has been used to refer
to both forms of intraindividual
aggregation
which I have discussed
above i.e. , within
an activity
ond across
activities
(Fennell
1980b, Leigh & Martin
1981).
A mamentls thought
and
we realize
that there is no behavior
that is not "situational"
i.e..
unique
to a particular
person,
time,
and place.
we should not have to make a
special
case for the jJnportance
of "situational"
influences.
It is for
this
reason that I have taken the position
that discussiors
of "situational"
influences
are more properly
discussions
of the general
question
of
behavioral
determinants
(Fennell
1978, 1980b).
The onus of proof is on
those who claim to be able, usefully,
to characterize
the person across his
or her ~perience
and activity,
and over time.
Elempcnts

~n

&n~v;ot"ti

&~laDa.ti~

If "characteristics
of the person"
is too sjJnplistj.c
an explanation,
what
elements
belong in a model of the determinar!ts
of behavior 1
How might we
conceptualize
the constituents
of a person-activity
occasion
e.g. , a single
instance
of taking
a shower 1
As shown in Figure 6, minimally,
we need to
consider
motivational,
search,
and judgment processes
for a person in an
environm~nt
of space and time.
Considering
the model of consumer brand
choice,
a situation
begins when person and environment
systems intersect
creating
activating
conditions.
I have already
described
a variety
of
activating
conditions
for showering
as the consumer might experience
them.
For the experiencing
person,
activating
condj.tions
specify
the essential
qualities
of desired
states
--the
way a person wishes things
to be
externally
(e .g. , gardening
grime washed away) and the w-ay a person wishes
to feel
internally
(e.g. , nongrimey
and comfortable).
If consumers
cannot dispose
of the activating
condition
by thought
alone (e.g.,"It's
blean I dirt II ), they search their
memory and the ilIUnediate environment
for
ways to secure their
desired
states
and they generate
one or more candidate actions
(e.g. t taking
a bath or shower; u.sing various
items while
doing so).
If more than one, consumers order the candidate
actions
in
terms of likelihood
of securing
their
desired
states.
They make a COS"t.benefit
analysis
of the top ranked (or- sole) candidate
action
relative
to the activating
conditions.
If it survives
the analysis,
the action
will
be performed
unless other circumstances
intervene.
It is the marketer's
task to understand
the situation
as ~rceived
by the consumer,
specifically
the consumer's
activating
conditions
and desired
states,
so
well that technology
is brought to bear appropriately
in securing
the
consumer's
desired
states.
In practice,
this means the marketer
identifies
the at tributes
of goods and services
that will
terminate
the activating
conditions
the consumer experiences.
As indicated
also in l'igure
6, the marketer IS major domains of strategic
choice as well as the main categories
of information
obtained
through
marketing
research
are readily
coordinated
to components of the brand
choice model (Fennell1982).
Constituents
of the person-activity
occasion,
as represented
in my model of consumer brand choice,
point
to
the systematic
significance
of the marketing
enterprise
as an example of
applied
behavioral
science.
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I shall
say just a few words about the second controversial
issue n~aely,
whether we should use objective
{i.e. , from the }::ers}::ective
of an observer)
or subjective
(i.e.,
from the pers}::ective
of the ex}::eriencing
person) description
of the consumer's
worLd.
Behavioral
scientists
are divided
and,
as is often the case when the experts
are divided,
both approaches
are
valuable.
Considering
Figure 5, marketers
find
it convenient
to use
objective
description
for their
task of market definition.
A marketer
of
bath soap may plan to address the (subjective)
discomfort
a person may
feel when grimey after
working
in the garden,
or the (subjective)
tenseness
and edginess that may come from a day of surviving
the rat race.
Yet, as
a first
apprax.imatjon
to locating
potential
buyers it is convenient
to say
that the marketer
is interested
in persons who "bathe and shower."
The
marketer
may plan to operate within
a narrower
definition
of potential
buyers e .g. , persons who "shower daily,
II or "shower during
the summer,"
or "shower in cold water,"
or "shower while
on vacation."
In defining
the
outer limits
of the market,
an objecti'Te
description
of the focal
behavioral
domain is usual and enti~y
appropriate,
as in the screening
questions
used
to locate
respondents
for marketing
r~search.
It is also customary to use
objective
description
in research
aimed at discovering
how consumers align
available
market offerings
with different
activities
and environmer!ts
(e.g,
"prcxiucts
by uses" analysis,
~lk
1979, jJay, ~hocker & .::)rivastava
1979, rlourgeois
& .t1aines c1981, i:3tefflre
1979).
However, objective
description
of the

consumer activity
and its environment
dOes not reveal
the consumer's
perspective,
specifically,
the conditions
that motivate
the action
and
thus specify
the essential
features
of the consumerls
desired
states.
Here we must inquire
into the private
world inside
the consumer's
head
if we are to design the goods and services
that will
help secure the
consumer IS desired
states.
In ~~swering
the question:
In performing
this
action
is the consumer escaping
from a current
problem,
preventing
a potential
problem,
maintaining
a stable
state,
eXploring
an interes~
ting
situation,
facilitating
sensory enjoyment ? the answers must come
from research
aiw~d at uncovering
a subjective
perspective.
As ~anagers,
the notion
that it is important
that we know the customer
subjective
perspective
goes without
saying.
~e have taken on the
assignment
of designing
goods and services
to serve people I s experience
of their
world and of themselves
that activa~behavior
to bring
about an adjustment
in person-envir~ment
relations.
l'!1.00PECT

Within marketing,
cost economy is one force towards obtaining
comprehensive
characterizations
of individual
persons.
If general
characterizations
of individuals
were useful
in making marketing
decisions,
the
time and cost involved
in having marketing
research
respondents
complete
lengthy
questionnaires
could be prorated
over a number of projects
andl
or clients.
It becomes a question,
then,
of investigating
whether there
may be some marketing
tasks where general
characterizations
of persons
are helpful.
Based on what we know at present
it seems likely
that
relationships
may be found between generalized
person descriptors
such as
traits,
needs, lifestyles,
values,
and, of course,
demographic
and
geographic
variables
on the one hand, and, on the other,
broad classes
of activity
such as 11sing and frequency
of using products
(as opposed
to brands)
and patronizing
certain
types of media vehicle
or retail
outlet.
Such relationships
may help in making decisions
regarding
market
definition
(Fennell1982)
such as locating
prospects
under certain
circumstances
(see Figure 5, task ff3).
They are likely
to be less
helpful
for the fine-tuning
of market offerings
to the wants of segments
of demand within
a market.
For guidance
in the critical
strategic
domain of selecting
their
brand's
positioning,
marketers
cannot be satisfied with broad characterizations
of persons.
The understanding
that
leads to competitively
superior
answers to consumer wants is likely
to
come not from generalities
about persons but from in-depth
information
about the conditions
that give rise to the use of individual
goods and
services
in specific
circumstances.
There seems to be no good reason for asslImin~- homogeneity
within
the
person across activities
arJ.d over occasions.
I would urge that a task
for the future
is to investigate
the extent
to which homogeneity
within
the person exists.
Marketing
practitioners
and students
or
marketing
and consumer behavior
are well situated
to take on this
task.
Countless
research
projects,
qualitative
and quantitative.
have already
been, and will
continue
to be, conducted.
All this work is telling
us far less than it might were it conducted,
systematically.
using a
common analytic
frame from study to study.
~ithout
a doubt.
there are

common patterns to be found in the motivational
profiles
of different
activities
i.e.,
the proportion
of activity
occasions classified
as
belonging in each motivation
class (activating
condition).
Which are
the activities
that group together in this way and which do not 1 How
much of our lives do we spend putting an end to, or warding off ,
unpleasant states,
or just keeping things from deteriorating
7 For
how much of our time are we responding to stick-type
motivations,
and
how much reaching for carrots 1 dhen we "classify
consumers" in ways
that are ~ruly helpful
to marketers we shall find we have gained new
understanding
of ourselveso
Note that
I am not suggesting
that we ask exactly
the same questions
fr~
study to study but we can. at least,
take into account the same genera:l
set of considerationsIt is highly
unlikely
that the kinds of
determinants
that
affect
behavior
differ
radically
as we move from on&
activity
of the person to another,
or from one product
categoIj~ to
another,
or frcm one country
to another.
~orking within
a comprehensive
conceptual
framewor~ we see the individual
projects
that come
our way in a new light.
Our projects.
in turn.
give us information
that enables us to assess the usefulness
of our conceptualizations
and to continue
to improve them.
Conducted within
a common conceptual
framework,
homegrown for marketing
use, our projects
can be made to
yield
truly
new kinds of information
about ourselves
from which we may
benefit
as human OOings and marketers .
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